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Italy goes DAB+ with Factum 
 
Factum Electronics, the leading global provider of next-generation head-ends for digital 
multimedia broadcasting, has delivered an important order of the new generation Digital 
Radio multiplexers to Club DAB Italia, the digital network operator for some of the most 
important Italian national commercial radio stations. 
 
When Italy started its regular DAB+ transmissions the choice was again to go for encoders 
and multiplexers from Factum Electronics. 
 
Club DAB Italia had –amongst other requirements- a challenging angle on its redundancy 
requirement, which was met with the ultra modern modular architecture technology from 
Factum. 
 
Patrik Olsson, CEO of Factum said; “We feel we have got trust in our products from every 
corner of Italy ever since we made our first handshake with the Italian market back in 2003. A 
ten year long partnership with the Italian Digital Radio market is now coming to the next level; 
a true friendship in regular DAB roll out, with Club DAB Italia as one of the most important 
players.”  
 
Fabrizio Guidi, President of Club DAB Italia commented; “The encoders and multiplexers 
from Factum are efficient, powerful, energy saving and in the forefront of today’s technology. 
We have used Factum for ten years now and its quality and ability to carry out new features 
and functions is great.  
I believe also France, The Netherlands, Sweden and other countries which are about to 
launch Digital Radio have a lot learn from the latest innovations from Factum together with 
the Italian customers.” 
 
Since earlier Factum has announced business projects for Digital Radio in Italy together with 
EuroDAB with RTL 102,5, CR DAB, Raiway, RAS and Vatican Radio. 
 
About Factum Electronics: 
Factum Electronics AB (www.factum.se) is a world leader in the areas of DAB (Digital Audio 
Broadcasting), DAB+, DMB (Digital Multimedia Broadcasting), and NICAM, digital stereo 
sound for television broadcasting. Factum Electronics develops and sells system solutions 
for signal encoding, decoding, and processing and serves professional broadcasting 
customers in more than 40 countries. Additionally, Factum Electronics develops and sells 
middleware for receiver chip manufacturers and test & monitoring equipment. 


